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SUMMARY 
The Soleus H-reflex is suppressed in the swing phase, which is 

partly due to reciprocal inhibition from the Tibialis Anterior 

(TA). This modulation is further fine-tuned by supraspinal 

mechanisms during task uncertainties e.g. in backward 

walking the increase in Soleus H-reflex during swing does not 

match similar changes in the TA. We tested how other types 

of walking uncertainties such as split-belt walking would 

affect Soleus H-reflex modulation. Ten subjects walked 

forwards and backwards on a split-belt treadmill in tied-belt 

(both legs at 1 or 4 km/h) and split-belt conditions (one leg at 

1 km/h, the other at 4 km/h). Split-belt walking increased the 

Soleus H-reflex in the fastest leg during forward walking and 

in the slowest leg during backward walking. During forward 

walking, the Soleus H-reflex changes in the fastest leg were 

correlated to similar changes in Soleus EMG background. 

However, during backward walking the Soleus H-reflex 

changes in the slowest leg were not always correlated to 

changes in the TA or Soleus EMG background. Hence, split-

belt walking facilitated the Soleus H-reflex but this facilitation 

did not simply follow changes in the level of excitability of the 

motoneuron pool or reciprocal inhibition. The modulation in 

split-belt walking is likely influenced by supraspinal 

mechanisms involved during perceived instability. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The Soleus H-reflex shows strong modulation during walking 

with facilitation during the stance phase and pronounced 

suppression during the swing phase [1]. This suppression in 

swing can partly be explained by changes in motor neuron 

excitability due to afferent activity from the Tibialis Anterior 

(TA) that suppresses the Soleus motor neurons (reciprocal 

inhibition) [1]. This modulation is further fine-tuned by spinal 

and supraspinal modulatory mechanisms as is especially clear 

during backward walking. In the latter case, the amplitude of 

the Soleus H-reflex in midswing is equal to or exceeds the 

value in stance, despite large activity in the Tibialis Anterior 

[2], it was suggested that these changes reflect task 

uncertainties. If so, one would expect to find similar 

deviations for other walking conditions with this type of 

uncertainty, for example in split-belt walking [3]. 

 

METHODS 

Ten healthy subjects (21 to 39 yr) walked on a force-

measuring split-belt treadmill in four conditions. These 

conditions comprised of forward and backward walking on the 

tied-belt with both legs at 1 km/h (condition 1R1L) or at 4 

km/h (condition 4R4L) and on the split-belt with the right leg 

at 4 km/h (condition 4R1L) or the left leg at 4 km/h (condition 

1R4L). The rise in the forces at touchdown of the right leg was 

used to detect the beginning of each gait cycle. A gait cycle 

was divided into 16 phases. The right tibial nerve was 

stimulated (at 5-10% of M-max) to elicit an H-reflex (10 

stim/phase, one stimulation every two steps). Soleus and TA 

EMG backgrounds were calculated one cycle before the 

stimulated cycle at the same phases where the H-reflex 

occurred. The effect of walking condition (split-belt vs tied-

belt) on Soleus H-reflex, Soleus EMG and TA EMG 

backgrounds was tested in a repeated measures ANOVA for 

both forward and backward walking. The differences between 

different phases within each condition were also analyzed to 

study the modulation pattern over the 16 phases. A Pearson 

correlation analysis was performed to analyze the correlation 

between the changes in Soleus H-reflex amplitude (i.e. Soleus 

H-reflex amplitude in split-belt minus that in tied-belt 

condition) vs the changes observed in Soleus or TA EMG 

background activity (i.e. Soleus or TA EMG background in 

split-belt minus that in tied-belt condition). Statistical 

significance was set at 0.05. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The Soleus H-reflex size was strongly modulated in each 

condition (showing suppression of the H-reflex during the 

swing phase but not in the stance phase) but the depth of 

modulation varied. Split-belt forward walking increased the 

Soleus H-reflex during the stance phase mainly when the 

stimulated right leg was the fast leg (4R1L larger H-reflex 

than 4R4L) (p<0.01). Modulation of the Soleus H-reflex 

during a cycle was in parallel with Soleus (and opposite to 

TA) EMG activities. During forward walking, the changes in 

Soleus H-reflex between split-belt and tied-belt condition 

correlated with changes in Soleus activity but not with 

changes in TA activity. This indicates that a decrease or 

increase in TA activity did not facilitate or suppress the Soleus 

H-reflex respectively, thus suggesting that reciprocal 

inhibition was not the dominant modulating element in split-

belt forward walking. 

During backward walking, the split-belt condition increased 

the Soleus H-reflex only in the slow leg (1R4L). Modulation 

of Soleus H-reflex during a cycle was generally consistent 

with Soleus but opposite to TA EMG activities (p<0.01). This 

was not the case during tied-belt backward walking at fast 

speed (4R4L), which was also experienced by the subjects as 

the most challenging condition. The H-reflex changes (i.e. 

Soleus H-reflex amplitude in split-belt minus that in tied-belt 

condition) during backward walking did not correlate with 

changes in Soleus or TA activities. This indicates that a 

decrease or increase in TA or Soleus activity did not directly 



affect the Soleus H-reflex. This suggests that the changes in 

Soleus H-reflex during split-belt backward walking did not 

simply follow changes in the level of excitability of the 

motoneuron pool or reciprocal inhibition. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The present data supports the hypothesis that gait instability 

can selectively affect Soleus H-reflex amplitudes and EMG 

background activations of Soleus and TA muscles [2]. Indeed, 

during split-belt walking, Soleus H-reflex is enhanced both in 

the fastest leg during forward walking and in the slowest leg 

during backward walking. The reflex modulation over a gait 

cycle was often explained either by increased background 

activation of the Soleus or by reduced reciprocal inhibition 

(TA). However, when we compared the changes in Soleus H-

reflex with respect to the changes in Soleus and TA activities, 

several exceptions were observed indicating a lack of direct 

correlation between these changes. Indeed, Soleus H-reflexes 

were sometimes enhanced with no changes in Soleus EMG 

background and inversely there were instances where H-

reflexes remained constant despite increments in Soleus EMG 

background. Soleus H-reflexes also failed to decrease in 

phases where TA EMG background showed increments. This 

indicates that split-belt walking facilitated the Soleus H-reflex 

but this facilitation did not simply follow changes in the level 

of excitability of the motoneuron pool or reciprocal inhibition. 

The modulation in split-belt walking indicates that perceived 

instability can affect reflex gain, presumably though 

supraspinal mechanisms. 
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